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Additional Homework
Students will also be assigned ENGLISH reading activities on www.CommonLit.org with 
each assignment taking 20-30 minutes to complete and MATHS activities with short 
explanatory videos on the online platform https://mathswatch.co.uk. 

It is also recommended to take advantage of FREE online revision tools such as 
www.senecalearning.com or the recently updated BBC BITESIZE.

It is also recommended that students regularly READ a variety of fiction and non fiction 
books of their choosing. This extra reading will develop and broaden general 
understanding and context in all subjects. 
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Pencil case Knowledge Organiser 2 Black or Blue pens

2 pencils and Eraser Green Pen Pencil Sharpener

Mini whiteboard and pen Calculator Ruler

Maths geometry set Class book

Equipment Checklist 
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Homework Timetable
Year 8 Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

The knowledge organiser is a book that sets out the important, useful and 
powerful knowledge of a single topic on one page.

When used effectively, Knowledge Organisers are useful in: 
Helping build a foundation of factual knowledge.
Embedding revision techniques for now and future studies (A-Level, College, 
University)
Allowing knowledge to become stored in long term memory which frees up 
working memory for more complex ideas. It also allows you to connect 
concepts together, even across subjects

Home learning expectations
EACH NIGHT pupils should spend at least 1 hour per night on homework.
3 subjects per night x 20 minutes per subject= 1 hour. 

The homework timetable is to be filled out as a guide to what subjects to 
complete each night.

Subject teachers will use Microsoft TEAMS to set home work activities which will 
contain an element of knowledge retrieval practise and will relate to knowledge 
organiser content revised throughout the week.

In Family Group Time, retrieval practice techniques will be modelled by family 
group leaders. 

All retrieval practice work in your KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER exercise book and 
make sure you bring your knowledge organiser to school EVERYDAY (these can 
slide into your coloured folder).

Knowledge Organiser BADGES will be given out in Family Group time to the 
student who has made progress on Knowledge Recall tests or has shown an 
exemplary effort in KO retrieval practice throughout the week.

Microsoft Teams
Remember to check TEAMS regularly for updates and additional home 
learning files including copies of your mastery booklets.



Each week Family Group Leaders will explain and model retrieval practice techniques that will help you retain knowledge from your 
knowledge organiser AND for revision in the future. There are also some videos on the Trinity Website that explain the techniques of using 
the knowledge organiser for retrieval practice.

How do I use a knowledge organiser?
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SPACED PRACTISE 
Divide up your revision into short 
manageable chunks of time . When revising 
aim for 20 - 30 minutes per session. Five 
hours spread out over two weeks is better 
than the same five hours all at once. This is 
spaced practice and it is regarded as one of 
the most effective revision strategies.

ELABORATION
When talking about studying, elaboration 
involves explaining and describing ideas with 
many details. Elaboration also involves making 
connections among ideas you are trying to 
learn. Ask yourself questions about a topic to 
delve deeper. The more information you have 
about a specific topic the stronger your grasp 
and ability to recall.

CONCRETE EXAMPLES

into concrete examples. Making a link 

real life example, concrete example, can 
help students understand abstract ideas 

DUAL CODING
Dual coding is the process of combining visual and written materials. 
You can visually represent materials using methods such as info 
graphics, timelines, cartoon/comic strips, diagrams and graphic 
organisers. Combing images with words or explaining an image 

INTERLEAVING
Interleaving is a process where you combine 
multiple subjects and topics while you study 
in order to improve learning. Switch between 
ideas and make links between them during a 
study session. Interleaving has been shown 
to lead to better long-term retention
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE
Through the act of retrieval, or calling information to mind, our 
memory for that information is strengthened and forgetting is less 
likely to occur. Retrieval practice ideas include: Read, cover, write, 
check, flashcards and brain dumps.



16th Century Elizabethan London

1 1558 Elizabeth becomes monarch and Queen of England.

2 1564 William Shakespeare is born.

3 1593 Playwright Christopher Marlowe is killed in a pub brawl in London.

4 1599 Caesar is the first play performed at the 
Globe.

5 1603 Queen Elizabeth I dies aged 70.

Caesar

6 Caesar Dictator

7 Cassius

8 Brutus Conspirator influenced by honour and Roman republicanism.

9 Antony

10 Decius Conspirator who convinces Caesar to come to the Capitol.

11 Calpur
nia

12 Portia She wants her husband to confide in her.

13 Casca Conspirator

14 Cinna

20 Act 1.1 A soothsayer warns Caesar to beware the Ides of March

21 Act 1.2 Cassius persuades Brutus to plot against Caesar.

22 Act 1.3 The conspirators plot to assassinate Caesar

23 Act 2.1

24 Act 2.2 Decius persuades Caesar to come to the Capitol

25 Act 2.3 The conspirators assassinate Caesar and announce his death.

26 Act 3.1 Brutus persuades the crowd that Caesar had to die for his ambition.

27 Act 3.2 Antony incites the mob to violence with

28 Act 3.3 Cinna, the poet is ripped apart by the mob because of his name.

29 Act 4.1 Brutus and Cassius argue about bribery and justice.

30 Act 4.2 Brutus Phillipi

31 Act 5.1 Cassius and Brutus lose the battle to Antony and commit suicide.

Theatrical Stagecraft: Dramatic Devices

32 Tragedy A play that ends with the death of the protagonist.

33 Dramatic Irony

34 Stage 
directions

Instructions for the actors

35 Monologue a long speech by an actor

36 Irony A gap between appearance or expectation and reality.

37 Soliloquy a device often used in drama when a character speaks to himself or herself

38 Pathetic 
Fallacy

-sets.

39 Dramatic 
Monologue

A speech in which the speaker inadvertently reveals aspects of their 
character while describing a particular situation or event.

Vocabulary

15 Conspirators Plotters who conspire to assassinate Caesar.

16 Suicide Considered a sin by Elizabethans, noble by 
Ancient Romans.

17 Regicide Killing a monarch, usually a king

18 Tyrannicide Killing a tyrant

19 Colossus The Colossus at Rhodes, a statue of a god astride 
Rhodes harbor.

Year 8 Michaelmas term English - Julius Caesar Learning loving living 
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Term Definition                                                                                                                   Term Definition

1 Plosive - which can be harsh, aggressive or 
shocking

17 Elegy A sad poem, usually written to praise and express sorrow for 
someone who is dead.

2 Hyperbole 
Hyperbolic (adj)

Exaggeration 18 Epic A long, narrative poem that is usually about heroic deeds and 
events

3 Blank verse Poetry written in non-rhyming ten syllable lines 19 Lyric A poem which  expresses personal emotions or feelings,

4 Couplet A pair of rhyming lines which follow on from each other. 20 Narrative
Poem

A poem  which tells the story of an event 

5 Chiasmus Reversal of ideas in a sentence 21 Ode A formal poem  written to celebrate a person, place, object or 
idea.

6 Free verse Non-rhyming, non-rhythmical poetry which follow the rhythm of 
natural speech.

23 Sonnet A fourteen line poem, with a regular rhythm and varied rhyme 
scheme,  usually about love.

7 iamb A pair of syllables in which the second is stressed and the first is 
unstressed.

24 Romantics Thought that feelings or emotions should be prized over logic
and reason

8 Pentameter Five pairs of syllables per line. 25 Romantics Thought society corrupted children who were born pure and 
innocent

9 Tetrometer Four pairs of syllables per line of poetry 26 Romantics Thought that the urban, industrialsed world was corrupt 

10 Trimeter Three pairs of syllables per line. 27 Romantic 
Literature

challenged rigid social, religious and political traditions

11 Trochee
Trochaic

A pair of syllables in which the first is stressed and the second 
unstressed (opposite of an iamb).

28 Romantic
Period

End of 18th Century until middle of 19th Century.

12 Volta A turning point in the line of thought or argument in the poem 30 The Sublime awe-inspiring yet terrifying

13 Quatrain A four line stanza 31 William Blake Wrote 

14 Apostrophe Speaking to an object or to someone who is not present or dead 32 Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge

Kubla

15 metonymy Referring to something by using a word connected to it. E.g. A 
suit=businessman.

33 Percy Bysshe 
Shelley

Ozymandias
Married to Mary Shelley who wrote Frankenstein

16 Dramatic 
monologue

A poem in which an imagined speaker addresses the reader. 34 William 
Wordsworth

Year 8 Michaelmas term English - Romantic Poetry Learning loving living 
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Julius Caesar Romantic Poetry

Word Definition                                                                                                                   Word Definition

1 Ambition (n)
Ambitious (adj)

An earnest desire for some type of achievement or distinction, as 
power, honour, fame or wealth

16 Sedition (n) Rebelling against the government

2 Feeble (adj) Physically weak; frail 17 Credible (adj)
Credibility (n)

How believable something is

3 Duplicity (n)
Duplicitous (adj)

Deceitful in speech or conduct, as by speaking or acting in two 
different ways.

18 Oratory (n)
Orator (n)

Public speaking

4 Malice (n)
Malicious (adj)

Feeling a need to see others suffer. 19 Rouse (v)
Rousing (adj)

Exciting and inspiring (of a speech)

5 Shrewd Astute or sharp in practical matters. 20 Antithesis (n)
Antithetical (adj)

Opposites

6 Plight (n) A difficult or horrible situation 21 Domineer (v)
Domineering (adj)

Assert your will in an arrogant way. Bossy

7 Authoritarian (adj) 
Authoritarianism 
(n)

Strict, bossy, expecting obedience 22 Patriotism (n)
Patriotic (adj)

A love for your country

8 Corrupt (v)
Corruption(n) 

Guilty of dishonest practices 23 Implore (v) To beg desperately for something

9 Denounce (v)
Denunciation (n)

A public statement that something is wrong 24 Subtle (adj)
Subtlety (n)

Using soft or indirect methods to do something

10 Berate (v) To scold or criticise angrily 25 Defer (v)
Deferential (adj)

Showing polite respect to someone powerful

11 Scathing (adj) Severely and strongly critical 26 Undermine (v) To lessen the effectiveness or power of something, to 

12 Manipulate(v)
Manipulative (adj)

Influencing or attempting to influence the behaviour or emotions of 27 Futile (adj)
Futility (n)

Pointless or useless

13 Oppress (v)
Oppression (n)

The exercise of power in a cruel or unfair manner 28 Allude (v)
Allusion (n)

Suggest or hint at something

14 Gullible (adj)
Gullibility (n)

Easily deceived or cheated. 30 Resent (v)
Resentment(n)

Feeling bitter towards something

15 Austere (adj) Rigorously self-disciplined and severely moral; serious 31 Contempt (n)
Contemptuous (adj)

A feeling that something is worthless

Year 8 Michaelmas term English - vocabulary Learning loving living 
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Year 8 Michaelmas term Maths Number and graphs 

Commutativity and Associativity
Addition and multiplication are commutative
a + b b + a e.g. 8 + 3 = 3 + 8
a × b b × a e.g. 7 × 5 = 5 × 7

But 8 ÷ 2 2 ÷ 8 and 8 8 

Addition and multiplication are associative
a + (b + c a + b) + c e.g. 8 + (3 + 2) = (8 + 3) + 2 
a × (b × c a × b) × c e.g. 7 × (5 × 2) = (7 × 5) × 2 

But 12 ÷ (4 ÷ ÷ 4) ÷ 2 

Order of Operations
This tells us which operation to perform first.

equal priority

Brackets
Indices

Division & Multiplication
Addition & Subtraction

B
I

DM
AS equal priority

For operations of equal priority, we calculate from left to 
right. Parabola

A quadratic 
function has a 
term in x2

graph is curved 

Learning loving living 
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Year 8 Michaelmas term Maths Proportion and Data 

Mean average
This is a measure of central tendency 
which represents and or summarises a set 
of data. 
The mean mean is the sum of a set of 
numbers divided by the number of terms 
in the set. 
Example: The mean of 5, 6, 14, 15 and 45 
is 
(5 + 6 + 14 + 15 + 45) ÷ 5 = 17. 

Collecting Data
Primary data is data you 
collected by or for the person 
using it.
Secondary data is data collected 
by someone else.
Hypothesis this is a testable 
statement
Bias is an unfair influence on 
outcomes

Range
A measure of spread in statistics. 
The difference between the 
greatest value and the least value 
in a set of numerical data. 
Example: The range of 5, 6, 14, 
15 and 45 is 45 5 = 40

Learning loving living 
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Year 8 Michaelmas term Maths Data and Probability 

Pie Chart
A form of presentation of 
statistical information. The 
frequency or amount of 
each quantity is 
proportional to the angle at 
the centre of the circle. 

sector angle at centre

Probability
can be 
represented 
as a fraction, 
decimal or 
percentage. 
0: impossible
1: certain

Learning loving living 
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Plant Structures
There are three main plant tissues:
1. Dermal tissue outer covering of the plant.
2. Vascular tissue used for transport in the plant.
3. Ground tissue for photosynthesis, storage and support.
These tissues work together in the organs (roots, stems, leaves and 
flowers) and the organs work together in two organ systems:

Shoot system
Stem, leaves, fruit ,flowers (if 

present)

Root system
One or more separate roots

Fertilisation
After pollination, the pollen makes a pollen tube down the style to the 
ovary. The nucleus of the pollen cell travels down the tube to get to the 
ovum (egg cell) when the cells join, this is fertilisation.
The cell made when the pollen and ovum fuse will become a seed, which 
can become a new plant. Plants then form fruits, often from the ovary 
walls.

Pollination
Pollination is the transfer of pollen from the anthers of one flower to 
the stigma of another flower (of the same species).
- In wind pollination, the wind carries the pollen from the anthers 

of one flower to the stigma of another.
- In insect pollination, insects carry pollen from anthers to stigmas. 

Insects (e.g. bees) go to flowers to get nectar for food; the pollen 
sticks to them, and is carried on to the next flower. 

Flowers of insect-pollinated plants tend to be adapted to attract 
pollinating insects, sometimes having stripes to guide the insects 
toward the nectar and pollen.

Seed Dispersal
Plants spread their seeds out this is called dispersal so that the 

can be via:
- Animals eating the fruit and releasing seeds in waste (e.g. mistletoe).
- Wind carrying seeds away (e.g. sycamore or dandelion).
- Water tides or currents carrying away fruit (e.g. coconuts).

Plant Reproductive System
Anthers produce pollen, the male gametes. They are joined to the flower 
by a filament.
Female gametes, ovules, are produced and stored in the ovary. Above this 
is a stalk-like structure called a style that ends in a sticky surface called 
the stigma. The stigma will accept incoming pollen to allow fertilisation. 

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science Plants Learning loving living 
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Year 8 Michaelmas term Science Photosynthesis Learning loving living 
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Carbon dioxide and oxygen
The balance of oxygen and carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere is 
maintained through respiration in 
plants and animals and by 
photosynthesis in plants.
Plants use oxygen during respiration. 
They produce much more oxygen 
during photosynthesis than they consume in respiration; this 
is how the oxygen consumed by plants and animals is 
replenished in the air.
Recently the balance of oxygen and CO2 has been upset; CO2
levels are rising due to deforestation and burning fossil fuels, 
leading to global warming.

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science Photosynthesis Learning loving living 
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Key Terms Definitions

Mixture A substance made up of different elements or compounds that are not chemically 
bonded to each other

Solute The substance that dissolves into the solvent

Solvent The liquid that the solute dissolves into 

Solution The solute dissolved in the solvent

Solubility How easily a substance dissolves

Soluble The substance dissolves into a solvent

Insoluble The substance does not dissolve into a solvent

Saturated Solutions
When no more solute can dissolve in a solvent, we say the solution is saturated.
However, more solute will be able to dissolve if the solvent is heated. This is because 
solubility increases with higher temperature.
Solubility increases because the solvent particles are moving slightly faster, as they 
have more energy. This means there is more space for solute particles to fit in.
Mass is always conserved. For example, if 5 grams of solute are dissolved in 100g of 
solvent, the mass of the solution will be 100 + 5 = 105g

Key Terms Definitions

Dissolving When solvent particles surround solute particles so they are spread 
out

Saturated Solution A solution in which no more solute can dissolve

Evaporation A method for separating a dissolved substance from solution

Filtration A method for separating an insoluble solid from a liquid

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science - Mixtures and Solutions Learning loving living 
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Chromatography
Chromatography is used to separate the compounds in a mixture according to how 
soluble they are in a solvent.
It uses chromatography paper dipped in the solvent as follows:
1. A spot of the mixture, for example pen ink, is placed near the bottom of the paper
2. The paper is dipped in the solvent e.g. water, so that the spot is just above the 

solvent level. If the spot goes in the solvent, it will run.
3. The compounds that are most soluble will travel with the solvent up the paper
4. The compounds that are insoluble will stay in the same place
5. In this way, the compounds are separated according to their solubility in the 

solvent

Distillation
This is good for separating mixtures of liquids, e.g. ethanol and water.
Different liquids have different boiling points, e.g. ethanol has a lower boiling point 
than water.
Distillation separates liquids according to their boiling points:
1. The mixture of liquids is heated in the round flask
2. The liquid with the lower boiling point (ethanol in this example) will evaporate first, 

turning into a gas
3. It passes through the condensing tube which is surrounded by cold water, so the 

gas condenses into liquid form
4. It drips into the beaker
5. The liquid with the higher boiling point (water in this example) is left in the round 

flask because it is not hot enough yet to evaporate.

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science - Separation Techniques Learning loving living 
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Charge & static electricity
Electric charges are positive or negative. For example, electrons have a 
negative charge. Opposite charges attract each other (+ and -), 
whereas charges that are alike repel each other (+ and +, OR -and -). 
This is because there is a force of attraction between opposite charges, 
but a force of repulsion between like charges.

If a material has a charge, but the charge is not moving anywhere, 
we call this static electricity. This will  only happen if the material is 
an insulator. To get a positive or negative charge on an insulator, all 
you have to do is rub it with a different material (use the force of 
friction).
For example: rubbing a balloon on your hair will produce a charge 
on the balloon and the opposite charge on your hair. This causes 
them to attract each other.
When a static charge is produced like this, it is because electrons 
from one material are transferred to the other material (see first 
diagram). 
The material that gains electrons becomes more negative.
The material that loses electrons becomes more positive. 
Any time there is a difference in electric charge between two 
points, there is a difference in electrical potential energy. We call 
this a potential difference. 

In a circuit with only one loop, so all components are in series, the potential 
difference from the supply is shared by all the components.
If a circuit includes components on different loops (in parallel), each loop 
receives ALL the potential difference from the supply. The parallel 

Key Terms Definitions

Circuit A complete loop of conductors

Current The rate of flow of charge 

Resistance The property of materials that determines how much current 
they will carry and how much work they do

Work Transfer of energy from one store to another

Component Part of a circuit. See symbols below

Series Linking components one after another, making one loop

Parallel Linking components so they are in separate loops

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science electricity Learning loving living 
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Key Terms Definitions

Charge A positive or negative  property of substances, that causes the 
substance to feel a force when there are other charges nearby

Conductor Material that can carry electric current e.g. metals

Insulator Material that does NOT conduct electric current

Friction The force caused when two materials move past each other

Potential 
difference

p.d. for short, and also known as voltage. This is the measure of the 
difference in electrical potential energy between two points

Static 
Electricity

Electric charges that are not flowing

Electrons Tiny, negatively charged, particles, found in all atoms

Resistance The property of materials that determines how much current they 
will carry and how much work they do

Year 8 Michaelmas term Science electricity Learning loving living 
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Mexico Key Facts UK Facts for 
comparison

1 Continent North 
America

Europe

2 Level of 
affluence

Emerging 
Country

Developed

3 GDP per 
capita

$9821 US $39 720 US

4 Population 129.2 million 66.4 million

5 Percentag
e living in 
urban 
areas

83.5% 82%

6 Fertility 
Rate

1.7 1.8

7 Infant 
mortality 
rate

12.2 per
1000  live 
births

3.8 per 1000 
live births.

8 Average 
age

27.4 years 40

9 Percentag
e working
in the 
tertiary 
sector

63.1% 79%

10.Typical model of a emerging country city.

Year 8 Michaelmas term Geography Mexico and Urbanisation Learning loving living 
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Key Terms

1 Missionary a person sent on a religious mission, especially one sent to promote 
Christianity in a foreign country

2 Catalan Atlas a mediaeval world map created in 1375 that has been described as 
the most important map of the Middle Ages.

3 Silk Roads
central to the economic, cultural, political, and religious 
interactions.

4 Timbuktu Centre point of the Malian Empire.

5 Mansa Emperor/Leader

6 Mansa Musa The ruler of Mali from 1312-1337. Was one of the most significant 

7 Hajj Pilgrimage to Mecca for Muslims. 

8 Uzama Village chiefs in Benin 

9 Oba King/ruler

10 Edo A member of people inhabiting Benin

11 Urban 
structures

Use of land, connections between areas in that land and how 
accessible it is 

12 Administration The management of a government.

13 Benin Bronzes Idol representing the power and authority of the king in the Benin 
Empire.

14 An age in history in which society prospers economically, socially 
and culturally. 

15 Cowrie Shells Shells used as a form of currency. These were extremely valuable. 

Year 8 Michaelmas term history- West African Kingdoms Learning loving living 
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Key Terms

16 Guilds A medieval association of craftsmen or 
merchants, often having considerable 
power. 

17 Copper 
Manilas

Open-ended copper rings used for 
currency.

18 Chiefs Leaders in the hierarchy of the Benin 
kingdom. This consisted of many different 
levels including palace chiefs and town 
chiefs.

19 Sumptuar
y laws

Laws which controlled what the people of
Benin could access, make and use.

20 Benin 
Walls

Defence walls that surround the city of 
Benin. These covered a distance of 16 
000km and was the second largest man 
made wall. 

21 Divine 
power

Power given to the Oba from God. This 
made the Oba above all others in the 
kingdom 



Key Terms

1 Slave A person who is property of another and is forced to obey 
them.

2 Trade 
triangle

A three part trading journey. 1. European ships took cloth, 
guns, iron pots, swords to Africa and exchanged them for 
African slaves. 2. Ships loaded with slaves crossed the 
Atlantic to America were they were sold. 3.Ships loaded with 
sugar, cotton, tobacco returned to Europe.

3 Middle
Passage

The term given to the slave journey from West Africa to the 
Americas. The journey took 8-12 weeks. 1 in 4 died on the 
journey.

4 Trans-
Atlantic

Going across the Atlantic ocean.

5 Shackles Iron chains used to fasten the legs or hands of a slave or
prisoner.

6 Branding To mark a person or animal with a hot iron to show
ownership.

7 Cargo Goods carried for trade

8 Auction Slaves were sold to the highest bidder.

9 Dysentery A nasty form of diarrhoea that killed many Africans on the
journey.

10 Plantation A large farm that slaves worked on to produce cotton, 
tobacco and sugar. 

11 Underground
Railroad

The network of routes that helped slaves escape. Conductors 
helped the slaves who were referred to as passengers to 
escape. Between 40,000 and 100,000
slaves managed to escape to the northern states of America 
or Canada using the Underground Railroad.

12 Abolition the act of putting an end to something by law e.g. slavery. 

13 Abolitionist Someone who campaigns for the ending of slavery.

14 Petition A list of requests signed by many people. 

15 Popular 
movement 

Where a large proportion of the general public support a 
cause. 

Key people

1 Olaudah Equiano A freed slave who moved to London and wrote book detailing his experiences as a slave.

2 Toussaint 
Louverture

A former slave who led the successful slave revolt in Saint-Domingue/Haiti. 

3 Granville Sharp The lawyer who founded the Abolition Committee.

4 Thomas Clarkson The abolitionist who dedicated his life to raising awareness of, and campaigning against, 
slavery

5 William 
Wilberforce 

The abolitionist who fought for abolition in parliament, introducing a bill that helped to 
abolish the transatlantic slave trade. 

6 Hannah More An abolitionist who produced plays and poems, helping to win popular support against the 
slave trade. 

7 Harriet Tubman She was born a slave in 1820. In 1849 she ran away. The Underground Railroad helped her 
to reach Canada. She became a conductor and made 19 journeys back to Maryland to help 
slaves escape. She led 300 people to safety.

Key events 

8 1562 Sir John Hawkins was given permission by Elizabeth I to begin transporting captured African slaves to 
America. There they were sold . He i

9 1781 The Zong massacre was the killing of 133 African slaves by the crew of the British slave ship Zong. They 
were thrown overboard so that the ship owner could claim compensation from his insurance.

10 1787 The Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade was set up in London.

11 1804 Haiti was named by slaves who had rebelled against their masters led by Toussaint Louverture.

12 1807 The Slave Trade was abolished in England.

13 1833 Slavery was abolished in the British Empire. This meant that trans-atlantic slavery has ended, but other 
forms of slavery continue to this day. 

14 1865 Slavery was abolished in America.

Abolition of the slave trade in Britain 

ABOLITIONISTS: Abolitionists were British people committed to ending slavery.  Olaudah Equiano, an ex-slave, toured the 
country giving speeches about the terrible things he had seen.  William Wilberforce, an MP, helped persuade 
Parliament.Thomas Clarkson collected evidence and spread messages and Granville Sharp fought the case in law i.e Zong

ECONOMICS: By the early 19th Century, slavery was not as profitable as it had been before.  Sugar prices dropped and 
British merchants could get it more cheaply from other colonies, like India. They did not need slaves to continue making 
money. 

RESISTANCE: In the 1790s, enslaved people in the French colony of Haiti rose up and killed their white masters before 
setting up an independent country.  The British wanted to avoid the same thing happening to them in colonies such as 
Jamaica. 

Year 8 Michaelmas term history- the trans-atlantic slave trade Learning loving living 
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Key Terms

1 American Civil 
War

A war waged between the North (union 
states) and the South (confederacy) from 
1861-1865

2 Emancipation 
Proclamation

Released by Abraham Lincoln which made 
slavery in the US illegal.

3 Segregation An action where things can be separated, in 
this instance, groups of people. 

4 Ku Klux Klan A racist organisation formed in 1866 but by 19
25 it had 5 million members. They killed Africa
n Americans in the southern states of Americ
a.

5 Lynching Murder of African-Americans, sometimes in 
public, for violating racial codes operating in 
the southern states.   

6 Sharecropper Farmer who rented land and paid for it 
though a share of the crop often cotton

7 Bigotry Intolerance against people who may have a 
different opinion compared to themselves. 

8 'Jim Crow' laws Named after a fictional character in the 
popular minstrel shows that made fun of 
black people. These laws enforced the strict 
segregation of the races and rigidly 
maintained the inferior status of black 
citizens. 

9 Literacy Tests Very complex tests which African-Americans 
were forced to pass in order to register to 
vote. 

10 Grandfather 
Clauses 

Only if your grandfather was registered to 
vote, could you register. Used to block 
African-Americans.

11 13th Amendment Abolished (ended) slavery in the US

12 14th Amendment This said black people were citizens

13 15th Amendment This said black people could vote

Key ideas

1 Segregation
In many of these states discrimination was not just commonplace - it was legal. 
States such as Alabama introduced a series of laws to keep the races separated 
and the black population under control. These measures were nicknamed the 
'Jim Crow' laws. Typical laws included:  
- Public transport waiting rooms were strictly segregated.  
- Places open to the public such as shops, hotels, cinemas, - theatres and 
libraries had to provide separate rooms and facilities for the different races.  

2 Education
Legally, black children could be educated in separate schools, so long as the 
schooling was of an equal educational standard. In reality, schools for black 
Americans were far from equal, and the quality of education provided was 
inferior. In 1896, the Supreme Court upheld that this policy was legal and fair.  
- In most of the Southern states, inter-marriage between blacks and whites was 
illegal.  

3 Voting rights 
Very limited in the south, as Grandfather Clauses and literacy tests were 
introduced stop the registration of African Americans.  
- African-Americans largely did menial and poorly paid work as sharecroppers 
or domestic servant

4 Violence and intimidation: 
It was virtually impossible for African- Americans to challenge segregation in the 
South. To do so ran the risk of serious violence at the hands of white racists, 
particularly the Ku Klux Klan. In the years after World War I, there had been a 
major revival in the strength of the Ku Klux Klan, the most well known of the 
racist organisations. 

By the mid-1920s, the Klan had over 100,000 members across the South and had 
begun to extend its influence into Northern and Western states. Its campaigns of 
hate and violence intensified and Klan violence, beatings, burnings, brandings, 
attacks with acid and lynching increased rapidly.  In 1919, 70 black Americans 
were lynched, 10 of them former soldiers.  
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Key Terms

1 Civil Rights 
Movement

To achieve equality between white and Black people in the 50s and 60s in America

2 Civil Rights The rights an individual is entitled to - political and social freedom and equality. 

3 Supreme Court Highest court of law in the United States 

4 NAACP National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

5 SCLC Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

6 CORE Congress on Racial Equality 

7 SNCC Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 

8 Rosa Parks Civil Rights activist who refused to move seat on a bus. This lead to the Montgomery 
Bus Boycott.

9 Martin Luther 
King 

Figurehead and adopted leader of the Civil Rights movement. Promoted passive 
resistance. 

10 Malcom X Civil rights fighter who believed in violent active resistance in fighting for the rights of 
black Americans

Key events

1 Brown vs Board of Education 1954: 
On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court ruled that "separate but equal" public schools for 
different races were unconstitutional, following a legal challenge by the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). 

2 The murder of Emmett Till 1955: 
Fourteen-year-old Emmett Till was visiting relatives in Money, Mississippi, on August 24, 
1955, when he reportedly flirted with a white cashier at a grocery store. Four days later, two 
white men kidnapped Till, beat him and shot him in the head. The men were tried for murder, 
but an all-white, male jury acquitted them. The nation was shocked by these events. 

3 The Montgomery Bus Boycott 1955: 
On December 1, 1955, four days before the boycott began, Rosa Parks, an African-American 
woman, refused to give up her  seat to a white man on a Montgomery bus. She was arrested 
and fined. The boycott of public buses by African Americans in Montgomery began on the day 

desegregated. 

4 Little Rock, Arkansas 1957: 
Nine black students enrolled at formerly all -white Central High School in Little Rock, 
Arkansas, in September 1957, testing Brown vs Board of Education. On September 4, 1957, 
the first day of classes at Central High, Governor Orval Faubus of Arkansas called in the state 

Key events

1 Sit-Ins 1960
-only 

seats. The movement rapidly spread and led to the formation of SNCC. Much desegregation followed.

2 Freedom Rides 1961
Members of CORE rode the Greyhound bus route through the south to see if previously agreed desegregation 
was being followed. The bus was firebombed as Freedom Riders were viciously attacked at Birmingham.  

3 Birmingham, Alabama 1963
King and SCLC led a series of events in this highly-segregated city. Teenagers were used in some marches and 
were attacked by police using dogs and high-pressure fire hoses. King was arrested and locked up in prison.  
Contributed to passage of 1964 Civil Rights Act 

4 March on Washington 1963
250,000 people, about one-
Dream speech. Parts of the event were filmed live on TV.

5 Freedom Summer 1964
Civil Rights workers went to Mississippi to help African-Americans to register to vote. Three of them were 
murdered, leading to an FBI investigation. 

6 Selma 1965
A march from Selma to Montgomery, led by King, to campaign for African-American voting rights. Stopped by 
police, who used great violence on protesters. Contributed to passage of 1965 Voting Rights Act. 

Significance of Martin Luther King

1 Martin Luther King Jnr was an American campaigner for the fair and equal 
treatment of all people and an end to racial discrimination. 
-His father was the pastor of the Ebeneezer Baptist  Church in Atlanta, 
Georgia, USA

2 In December 1955, in Montgomery Alabama, Rosa Parks, a black woman, was 
arrested for failing to give up her bus seat to a white man.  King, having 
become a minister in the city, was appointed president of the Montgomery 
Improvement Association which led the boycott of the Montgomery bus 
services

3 King was a very powerful speech maker. 
-His most famous I Have A Dream speech was delivered to an audience of 
250,000 people during the March on Washington. 
-King led other important events such as the Selma March and set up the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
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Sin
According to Christian belief, sin separates humans from God, bringing lasting punishment. God gave humans 
free will so it is up to humans to decide for themselves how to behave, ie in an evil or good way.
Christians believe that only God can rectify the problem of humans being full of sin. To do this, he offered 
salvation through the sacrifice of Christ.

Original sin
Many Christians believe all humans are descended from Adam and Eve, which means that they all have the 
ability to disobey God. Original sin occurred when Adam and Eve were tempted and committed the first 
(original) sin.
Genesis 3 tells the story of how sin first entered the world when Adam and Eve were tempted by the Devil in the 
Garden of Eden. They ate an apple from the Tree of Knowledge after God had instructed them not to, and for 
this they were banished from the garden. Evil had now entered the world - this is known as the Fall.

Catholics believe that all humans are born with original sin as a result of the fall of Adam and Eve. This means 

The Church teaches that original sin can be removed and cleansed through baptism. This is why the majority of 
Catholics are baptised as infants.

In Christian teaching, the sinfulness of Adam and Eve caused a separation from God that could result in 

incarnation and sacrifice of God the Son. Through faith and good works, humanity can be saved from eternal 
punishment and separation from God.

The origins and meanings of sin

Salvation
Following the mistake made by Adam and Eve, 
which led to evil entering the world, God 
offered salvation. This means human souls can 
be saved from eternal punishment (or 
separation from God) and are allowed to enter 
Heaven (and be in the presence of God).

In order for this salvation to happen, God set a 
process in motion:

God gave his only son, Jesus, so that 
all humans could be saved.
Jesus was a perfect human - he had 

no sin.
God placed the sins of the world 

upon him at his crucifixion.

reconciliation between God and 
humanity - his death atoned or made 
up for human sin.

Christians believe that this process shows how 
loving God is as he gave his only son to save 
humanity. It also shows that he is able to 
forgive humans.

Holy Week What happened to Jesus?

According to the gospel resurrection took place during the last week of his life in 
Jerusalem. This week began on the Sunday that Jesus rode into the city in triumph and ended with his resurrection a week later. 

Lent. 

In some churches there are daily services held during Holy Week, others will focus on the main events: palm Sunday, Maundy 
Thursday, Good Friday, Holy Saturday and Easter Sunday 
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Stations of the cross:

7 deadly sins

Why was Good Friday important?

It was a good day 
us and the world

Through his 
sacrifice he 
bridged the gap 
between God 
and man

Jesus sacrificed his life for 
of us so we can become 
closer to God

teaches Christians to 

bear their own 

suffering without 

complaint.It is the most important event as the cross 
became the most important universal symbol -
some believe it is a sad reminder and some 
believe it is a happy reminder
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Key quotes

The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing. Psalms 23:1

The Lord is my rock, my fortress and my deliverer Psalm 18:2

The LORD is my light and my salvation. Psalm 27:1

Key Words
Incarnation Literally 'in flesh', belief that God 

took on human form in the person 
of Jesus

Christ Literally means 'Anointed One' in 
Greek; the Hebrew equivalent is 
Messiah. The leader promised by 
God to the Jews; Christians believe 
Jesus to be the Christ.

Holy Separate and set apart for a special 
purpose by God

Grace The unconditional and generous 
love that God shows to people who 
do not deserve it.

Holy Spirit The third Person of the Trinity; 
believed to be present with 
believers since Pentecost and 
active on earth.

Jesus Believed by Christians to be the Son 
of God, he was a first century 
Jewish teacher living and travelling 
in Palestine/Israel.

Omniscient Knowing everything; a quality of 
God

Feeding the crown in Galilee Jesus was teaching a large crowd of people on the shores of Lake Galilee. The 
people were tired and hungry and the disciples were concerned. A boy gave Jesus 
his meal of five small loaves and two fish. Jesus took the food, blessed it, and his 
disciples handed it out to the people. Everyone had enough to eat, and everyone 
was satisfied

Raising Lazarus to life
would save him. When Jesus arrived at their house in Bethany he found that 
Lazarus had been dead and in a tomb for four days. Jesus was greatly moved. He 
asked to see the tomb and ordered the stone at the entrance to be moved away. 
He thanked God and called to Lazarus, who appeared, walking and alive, at the 
entrance to the tomb. 

Healing the paralysed man Jesus was in Jerusalem, near the Sheep Gate of the city. He went to a pool called 
Bethseda, where crippled, paralysed and blind people were to be found. He met a 
man who had been paralysed for 38 years. Jesus commanded him to walk, and the 
man picked up his mat and walked for himself. 

Changing water into wine At a wedding party, the wine had run out. Jesus called for ceremonial jars to be 
filled with water. When the guests tasted the water it had turned into wine. 

Healing A royal official begged Jesus to save his son, who lay dying in another town. Jesus 
informed him that his son was healed, even though he had not seen the boy. When 
the official reached him, he was amazed to find his son was indeed healed.

Walking on the Sea of Galilee 
They suddenly saw Jesus walking towards them on the surface of the water. He 
entered the boat and it returned safely to shore. 

Healing the blind man In Jerusalem, Jesus came across a man who had been blind since birth. He spat in 

time. Jesus told his followers that as well as physical blindness there was also 
spiritual blindness, which he could also cure. 
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Learning loving living 

BASIC RULES

1. How do you start a football match? The football game is started by a kick off in 
the centre of the pitch. 

2. In a full 
sided game each team consists of 11 players.

3. What happen when the ball goes off at the side of the pitch? If the ball goes off 

4. What happen if the ball goes off at the end of the pitch? 
If the ball goes off the end of the pitch it is a corner or a goal kick depending who 
the ball touched last.

KEY TERMINOLOGY

4. What is meant by the term offside?

the ball is passed they are offside and an indirect free kick is awarded to the 
opposition team.

5. What is meant by the term corner kick?
A free kick taken from the corner of the field by an attacker. The corner kick is 
awarded when the ball has passed over the goal line after last touching a 
defensive player. The shot is taken from the corner nearest to where the ball 
went out.

6. What is meant by the term marking?
This is where you mark someone on the other team when they have the ball in 
order to make it harder for them to make a pass or to get free into a space to 
receive the ball.

7. What is meant by the term VAR?
The video assistant referee (VAR) is a match official in association football who 
reviews decisions made by the head referee with the use of video footage and a 
headset for communication.

TEACHING POINTS & STRATEGIES

8. What are the teaching points for the SHORT PASS?
Non kicking foot next to the ball
Use the side of the kicking foot to contact the ball following a short back swing

9. What are the teaching points for SHOOTING?
Non kicking foot next to the ball
keep body balanced
head slightly over the top of the ball
use side foot for placement or top of the foot for increased power
flex leg back further when preparing to strike to the football for increased power
aiming for the area of the goal that the goalkeeper is least likely to save the ball.

10. What is POSSESION FOOTBALL?
Possession football is when teams attempt to hold onto the ball for as long as
possible, at all times choosing the easiest possible pass (hence the many times you
see defenders passing the ball along the defensive line).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11. What is a COUNTER-ATTACK?
Counter attacking football is withdrawing your team into your own half, but
keeping a man or two further up the pitch, the goal is to take the ball off the
opponent while they have players committed to the attack and thus out of
position. Once you have the ball in your own half, you have more space to deliver a
through-ball for your strikers, who will be lurking around the halfway line and will
have fewer players to negotiate.

FULL FOOTBALL POSITIONS

1. Goalkeeper
2. Wing-Back
3. Full-back
4. Sweeper
5. Centre-back
6. Defensive midfielder
7. Winger
8. Central Midfielder
9. Striker
10. Attacking Midfielder
11. Forward

Year 8 Michaelmas term physical education- football
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Learning loving living Year 8 Michaelmas term physical education- rugby

What is the aim of a rugby game? - The aim 
of the game is very simple.

Use the ball to score more points than 
the other team.
You can run with the ball, kick it and 
pass it, but passing forwards is not 
allowed. 
Rugby is a contact sport, so you can 
tackle an opponent in order to get the 
ball, as long as you stay within the 
rules.

How can you score points? - There are 
several ways to score points.

A try - five points are awarded for 
touching the ball down in your 
opponent's goal area.
A conversion - two points are added 
for a successful kick through the 
goalposts after a try

. How long does a rugby match take? - A game of rugby 
has two periods of 40 minutes each.

The game is started by a place kick or a drop kick 
from the middle of the halfway line. 

Can you tackle in rugby? 
Tackling is the only way of legally 
bringing down your opponent 
in rugby union.
There are certain laws on how to 
tackle and if these are not adhered to, 
penalties will follow.

What is a maul in rugby?
The maul is about physical strength and 

power.
The maul is when at least three players from 
either side are in contact together, challenging 
the player with the ball, moving towards a goal 
line. But what makes the maul different to the 
ruck is the ball is not on the ground but in 
hand.
What is the job of the wing?
Like in football or netball the wing Plays out wide 

finisher in attack. A winger is also often the last line 

such, pace is their major resource.

What is the role of a flanker in rugby?
Each team of 15 players includes two flankers, who play in 
the forwards, and are generally classified as either blindside 
or open side flankers, numbers 6 and 7 respectively. The 
name comes from their position in a scrum in which they 
'flank' each set of forwards.
How do you dropkick a Rugby ball?
Hold the ball in two hands, pointing downwards.
As you step forward with your non-kicking foot, strike the ball on 
the bounce.
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Learning loving living Year 8 Michaelmas term physical education- trampoline

Straddle jump: 
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Point your toes. 

As you take off, legs apart and extend to your sides at 90 degrees and 
horizontal.
Your arms follow your legs, straight. 
Upper body and head stay as still as possible. 
Toes pointed and eyes forward. 

How to be safe and 
successful: 
- Stay on the cross 

(center of trampoline), 
- Keep body tension, 
- Gain maximum height 

in the air this makes it 
easier to perform the 
skills, 

- Point toes when 
jumping, 

- Keep head and eyes 
forward focusing on a 
point in front of you. 

Tuck jump: 
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Point your toes.

As you take off, bring your arms away from your sides and extend in 
front of you to elevate quickly. 
As you reach max height bring your knees in tight to your chest. 
Bring arms down to touch shins.

Pike jump: 
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Point your toes. 

As you take off, keep your legs together and straight and extend in 
front of you. 
Knees should be straight with both knees and feet together. Straighten 
arms out forward towards knees. 

Seat drop: 
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Point your toes. 

As you take off, bring your arms away form your sides and extend them 
out in front of you and elevate them quickly above your head.
Tilt your pelvis up slightly and legs straight. 

As you begin to loose height, bring your arms down to make contact 
with the bed just behind your bottom and extend feet forward. 

Swivel hips:
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Point your toes. 

Seat drop as above except you do a half twist in the air and complete 
another seat drop before returning to feet. 

Front drop:
**Keep upper body and 
head as still as possible 
**Keep your eyes focused 
towards wall in front do 
not look down. 

As you take off, bring your arms away from your sides and tem in front 
of you and elevate arms quickly above head. 
Hold this position and push hips back as you gain height. 
As you begin to loose height bend arms down to form a diamond shape 
with hands overlapping in front of face. 
Legs slightly bent at knees. 
Bounce back up. 

Routine 1: 
Full twist
Tuck jump
Swivel hips to feet 
Pike jump
Straddle jump 
Half twist 

Routine 2: 
Tuck jump 
Straddle jump
Seatdrop to feet
Half twist 
Seat drop to feet
Pike jump 
Full twist 

Routine 3:
Half twist 
Straddle jump 
Swivel hips to feet 
Tuck jump 
Seatdrop to feet
Pike jump 
Full twist 

Routine 4: 
Straddle jump 
Swivel hips to feet 
Pike jump 
Front drop to feet 
Full twist 
Tuck jump 
Straddle jump 
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Hardware
- Definition
- Input devices
- Process Devices
- Storage devices
- Output devices
- Von Neumann 

Architecture

Output devices
Move data out of the computer

Monitor
Printer
Plotter
Speakers
Actuators
LEDs

Secondary Storage
Magnetic hard disk
Optical disk
Flash memory
Cloud Storage
Non-volatile
Internal/Removable
Considerations for selecting storage: 
Capacity / Speed / Portability / 
Durability / Reliability

Input Devices
Move data into the computer
- Keyboard
- Mouse
- Touch screen
- Microphone
- Camera
- Sensor
- Bar code scanner
- Foot mouse
- Accelerometer
- GPS
- Braille keyboard

Types of Software 
- Applications: Software for the 

End-User
- Word processor
- Spreadsheets
- Image Editor
- SIMS
- Ticket booking system

- Utilities
- Antivirus
- Firewall
- System clean up
- Defragmentation
- Task Manager 

System Software
- Software that controls 

the hardware: OS and 
Drivers

Von Neumann Architecture

1 Hardware Understand the function of the hardware components of a computer system
2 CPU Understand the function of the hardware components of a computer system 

(CPU, main memory, secondary storage, input and output devices) and how they 
work together

3 Memory Understand the function of different types of main memory (RAM, ROM, cache)
4 Secondary storage

secondary storage
5 Input process output Understand the input-process-output model
6 Von-Newmann Model Understand the concept of a stored program and the role of

components of the CPU (control unit (CU), arithmetic/logic
unit (ALU), registers, clock, address bus, data bus, control
bus) in the fetch-decode-execute cycle
(the Von Neumann model)

7 Software Know what an operating system is and how it manages
files, processes, hardware and the user interface

8 Logic gates Be able to construct truth tables for a given logic statement
(AND, OR, NOT)

Von Neumann Architecture is based 
on the stored-program computer 
concept, where instruction data and 
program data are stored in the same 

memory.

Learning loving living Year 8 Michaelmas term computing- Hardware and software
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Logic Gates: Logic Statements: Truth Tables

Memory Purpose
Random Access Memory (RAM) 

(Volatile-loses its contents when 
the computer is switched off)

Read Only Memory (ROM)(Non-
volatile no lose contents when 
switched off)

Virtual memory is hard disk
Flash memory is USB stick

Hardware
- Definition
- Input devices
- Process devices
- Storage devices
- Output devices
- Von Neumann architecture

Central Processing Unit (CPU)
- Arithmetic & logic unit
- Control unit
- Registers (Memory Unit)
- Fetch-decode-execute 
- Buses and their purposes
- The boot sequence
Features Affecting Performance:
- Clock speed (MHz, GHz)
- Cache memory
- Multiple cores

Operating Systems
Mac OS X
Linux
Windows
Android (based on 
Linux)
iOS

Functions of the Operating System
interface - provides a user interface so it is easy to interact with the computer
manages the CPU - runs applications and executes and cancels processes
multi-tasks - allows multiple applications to run at the same time
Manages Memory - transfers programs into and out of memory, allocates free 
space between programs, and keeps track of memory
Manages Peripherals - opens, closes and writes to peripheral devices such 
as storage attached to the computer organises - creates a file system to organise
files and directories
Security - provides security through user accounts and passwords
Utilities - provides tools for managing and organising hardware

Operating Systems
An operating system is 
software that manages 
computer hardware 
and software. It 
supplies an interface 
for the user and 
important utilities for 
managing the 
computer.

Graphical User 
Interface (GUI)
The OS on most 
computers 
and smartphones provi
des an environment 
with tiles, icons and/or 
menus. This type of 
interface is called the 
graphical user interface 
(GUI) because the user 
interacts with images 
through a mouse, 
keyboard or 
touchscreen.

An input device is any piece of 
computer hardware used to provide 
data to a computer system. Examples 
include: keyboard, mouse, scanner
digital camera, webcam
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1 Binary conversion Understand that computers use binary to represent data
(numbers, text, sound, graphics) and program instructions

2 Integers Understand how computers represent and manipulate
numbers (unsigned integers, signed integers (sign and

3 Binary conversion Be able to convert between binary and denary whole
numbers (0 255)

4 Binary arithmetic Understand how to perform binary arithmetic (add, shifts
(logical and arithmetic))

5 Data size
byte, kilobyte (KB), megabyte (MB), gigabyte (GB),

6 Storage Understand that file storage is measured in bytes and be
able to calculate file sizes

Binary arithmetic

There are four rules that need to be 
followed when adding two binary 
numbers. These are:
0 + 0 = 0
1 + 0 = 1
1 + 1 = 10 (binary for decimal 2)
1 + 1 + 1 = 11 (binary for decimal 3)

Binary shifts

Binary numbers are multiplied and 
divided through a process called 
shifting.
Multiplication
To multiply a number, a binary shift 
moves all the digits in the binary 
number along to the left and fills the 
gaps after the shift with 0:

Negative numbers: Sign and magnitude
Computers sometimes need to work with negative 
numbers.
Integers can be encoded so that they can be positive or 
negative numbers. Integers that can be either positive or 

negative are signed numbers.
8-bit pattern, the first bit would be used to indicate 
positive or negative.0 can indicate a positive number and 
a 1 can indicate a negative number.
10001001 could represent -9:
The first bit, 1, indicates a negative number
The other seven bits indicate the number, 0001001 = 9

Decimal Binary Hexadecimal
0 0000 0
1 0001 1
2 0010 2
3 0011 3
4 0100 4
5 0101 5
6 0110 6
7 0111 7
8 1000 8
9 1001 9
10 1010 A
11 1011 B
12 1100 C
13 1101 D
14 1110 E
15 1111 F

The table below outlines the relationship 
between bits (smallest) and terabytes (largest):

Size Equal to
8 bits 1 byte
1024 bytes 1 kilobyte
1024 kilobytes 1 megabyte
1024 megabytes 1 gigabyte
1024 gigabytes 1 terabyte

A Left Logical Shift of one position moves each bit to the left by 
one. The vacant least significant bit (LSB) is filled with zero and the 
most significant bit (MSB) is discarded.
A Right Logical Shift of one position moves each bit to the right 

by one. The least significant bit is discarded and the vacant MSB is 
filled with zero.

Example: 10011000 (denary 152) ÷ 2

128 6
4

3
2

16 8 4 2 1

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
128 6

4
3
2

16 8 4 2 1

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
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Number Bases
- Binary base 2
- Denary base 10
- Hexadecimal base 16 

Using Binary 
- Why? (transistors etc.)
- Binary to denary
- Denary to binary
- Sign and Magnitude
- 2's Complement

Binary Manipulation
- Addition
- Subtraction
- Logical Shifts
- Arithmetic Shifts

Images
- Stored in binary
- Metadata
- Bitmap images

- Pixels
- Colour depth
- Resolution

- Vector images
- File sizes

Sound
- Analogue to Digital
- Metadata
- Sample rate & bit depth

- Quality of sound
- File size

- Bit rate

Opcode The part of an instruction that 
tells the CPU the operation to
be Executed.

Operand The part of the instruction 
thattells theCPU that data 
orwhich to Apply the 
opcode.
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A. Key Terms

Keyword Description 

1. Tone This refers to the lightness or darkness of 
something. This could be a shade or how 
dark or light a colour appears. Tones are 
created by the way light falls on a 3D 
object. The parts of the object on which 
the light is strongest are 
called highlights and the darker areas 
are called shadows. 

2.  Texture This is to do with the surface quality of 
something, the way something feels or 
looks like it feels. There are two types of 
texture: Actual texture really exists, so 
you can feel it or touch it; Visual 
texture is created using marks to 
represent actual texture.

3. Pattern A design that is created by repeating 
lines, shapes, tones or colours. The 
design used to create a pattern is often 
referred to as a motif. Motifs can be 
simple shapes or complex arrangements

4. Media The materials and methods used to 
produce a piece of art or design.

5. Composition how objects or figures are arranged in 
the frame of an image

6. Annotation Key information alongside your work. A 
record of your experiences, thoughts 
and emotions connected to an image.

7. Refinement Developing your idea or image 

B. Command Words 

Keyword Description 

8. Study To examine, consider, investigate, 
research and show an in-depth 
understanding of what you have 
found or experienced.

9. Explore To investigate, examine and look 
into with an open mind about 
what might be found and 
developed.

10. Create To conceive, make, craft or 
design something new or invent 
something.

11. Analyse To examine in depth, study 
thoroughly, question, investigate 
and consider your own opinion or 
visual investigation of something

C. Value Scale 

D. Tonal Shading 

12. This is called a tonal scale. You 
will need to identify different light 
and dark values. 

13. Cast Shadow: The shadow created by 
an object 
14. Form Shadow: The shadow on an 
object 
15. Light Side: The area of an object with 
the most light 
16. Light Source: The Direction of the light in 
an image.  
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Fats, Oils & 
Spreads
1. Provide 

fat soluble 
vitamins 
A,D,E & K

2. Are high 
in calories 
& energy 
so keep 
use to a 
minimum

3. choose 
unsaturat
ed oils like 
olive oil

Beans, Pulses, Eggs, Meat, Fish
1. Provide protein for growth, 

repair and maintenance of 
body cells

2. Choose a combination of 
plant proteins

3. Avoid eating too much 
processed meat like bacon 
and sausages 

1. Starchy Foods
2. Provide slow release carbohydrate used by the 

body for energy 
3. Choose wholegrains for increased fibre (good 

digestion, reduced risk of heart disease)

Food high in sugar are 
saturated fats are not part of a 
healthy diet and should be 
eaten in moderation
1. increased risk of weight 

gain/obesity
2. diabetes 
3. tooth decay 

cardiovascular disease 
(CHD)

Dairy Foods
1. Provide calcium for 

healthy bones, teeth 
and nails

2. The body needs 
Vitamin D to absorb 
calcium effectively

Fruits & 
Vegetables
1. Eat 5 

portions a 
day!

2. Choose a 
variety

3. Provides 
fibre for 
healthy 
digestion 

4. Provides 
vitamins 
and 
minerals 

Nutrient Function in the body

1. Macronutrient:

Carbohydrates 

(Starch, sugar, fibre)

Needed by the body because they are the main 
source of energy in the body for movement. 
Needed by the body for digestion. (fibre)

2. Macronutrient:

Protein

Needed by the body for growth
Repair the body when it is injured

have enough carbohydrates)

3.  Macronutrient:

Fat

Insulates the body from the cold and provides a 

the kidneys
The body breaks down the fat stores to release 
energy
Vitamins A, D, E and K are fat soluble vitamins so 
are stored in our body fat and released when 
needed. 

1.  Micronutrient:

Vitamin  A 

Maintains normal vision
Good maintenance of skin and the mucus 
membranes
Helps with a healthy immune function
Fat soluble

2.  Micronutrient:

Vitamin D

Absorption and use of calcium 
Maintenance and strength of bones and teeth
Fat soluble

3. Micronutrient:

Vitamin E

Antioxidant that helps protect cell membranes
Maintains healthy skin and eyes
Fat soluble

4. Vitamin  K
Normal clotting of the blood
Fat soluble

1.  Micronutrient:

Vitamin B complex 

Healthy nervous system
Energy release from foods
Water soluble

2. Micronutrient:

Vitamin C

Absorption of iron
Production of collagen that binds connective 
tissues
An antioxidant
Water soluble

1. Mineral

Calcium

Strengthens bones and teeth
Bones are able to reach peak bone mass
Clots blood after injury
Promotes nerves and muscles to work properly

2.  Mineral

Iron

Supports the production of haemoglobin in red 
blood
Helps transport oxygen around the body
Vitamin C is required for absorption of iron

39% 

3% 8%

1%

The Eatwell Guide is the UK Healthy Eating Model. It shows what we 
should eat as a balanced diet. The size of the sections represents the 
proportion of our diet that particular food group should make up. 

37%

Water  Intake
A balanced 
diet must 
include water, it 
is  required for 
nearly all brain 
and other 
bodily functions  

12%

Key words:  Nutrients and Eatwell Guide
1. maintenance to keep the body in good health working. 
2. Nutrients Chemicals in food that give nourishment. 
3. Energy the strength needed for physical effort.  Energy is 

provided by macronutrients in the diet.
4. Energy balance Eating the right amount of food to 

maintain body weight.
5. Basal metabolic rate (BMR) - the rate at which a person 

uses energy when resting
6. Kilocalories (kcal) a unit of measurement for energy in 

food.
7. Immune system 

diseases
8. Clotting the process that blood undergoes to prevent 

bleeding
9. Antioxidant a molecule that is able to stop the oxidation 

process in other molecule
10. Haemoglobin a protein responsible for transporting 

oxygen in the blood
11. Saturated fats  Type of fat mostly from animal sources
12. Absorb to take in or soak up
13. Diabetes

level to become too high.
14. Obesity diet related disease where the body contains 

too much stored fat.
15. Cardiovascular disease (CHD)- The narrowing of the 

arteries that supply your heart with oxygen rich blood, due 
to the build up of fatty deposits within the artery walls

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3
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The gastrointestinal (GI) tract 
comprises:

Mouth and salivary glands;
oesophagus;
stomach;
small intestine duodenum, 
jejunum and ileum;
liver and gall bladder;
pancreas;
Large intestine (or colon)
rectum
anus.

Keyword Definition

1 Gluten A protein found in wheat flours, that makes the dough elastic

2 Coeliac disease An intolerance to Gluten which causes the inflamation of the intestine walls and damage 
them making nutrient absorbtion more difficult for the body

3 Amylase Releases when starch is heated and enables sauces to thicken

4 Viscosity The thicknes of a liquid

5 Gelatinisation When starch particles swell and burst, thickening a liquid

6 Durum wheat A yellowy, high-protein wheat that is grown especially for making pasta

7 Milling The process which separates the different parts of the grain

8 Semolina A coarse-ground flour which comes from wheat

9 Whole grain The whole seed in its natural state, none of the layers have been removed

10 Gluten -free Products which does not have any wheat, rye, barley and sometimes oats

11 Al dente

12 Extraction Rate The keyword for how much of the original wheat grain is in the flour and used in products

13 Fermentation A chemical breakdown of sugar to acid, gas or alcohol by bacteria, yeasts or other 
microorganisms

14 Proving When bread is left to rest in a warm, damp environment to enable fermentation

15 Germ Part of the grain which provides fat and B vitamins, it is also used to grow new plants

16 Glutenin and 
Gliadin

The two names of the proteins which are kneaded and stretched in the production of 
bread.

17 Harvesting The process of gathering or reaping crops

18 Knocks back To re-knead the dough which knocks out some of the carbon dioxide allowing the yeast to 
produce more carbon dioxide

19 Starch A polysaccharide and a complex carbohydrate

20 Strong flour A type of flour with the highest gluten content

22 Unleavened Refers to bread, cake and biscuits made without raising agents

23 White flour Contains just the endosperm, the bran and the germ have been removed

24 Yeast A microorganism belonging to the fungi family, made up of single oval cells that reproduce 
by budding, this means they multiply and the one cell divides into two

25 Weevils Tiny black bugs that can live and breed in flour

The digestion process

Key questions:

Name 2 properties of gluten that give bread its unique texture
What needs to be added to glutenin and gliadin to make gluten?
Describe the energy balance in one sentence.
Name three enzymes that are involved in human digestion;
Draw a flowchart to show how food passes through the digestive system, ensuring that each organ and 
stage is properly labelled.
Where is pasta thought to have its origins?
When making a white sauce, the starch grains in the flour swell and thicken the sauce.  Name the process 
and describe how it happens with the aid of diagrams.
Can you explain why sauces are used in the production of recipes/meals?

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7
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Properties and characteristics of materials

Absorbency To be able to soak up liquid easily.

Strength The capacity of an object or substance to 
withstand great force or pressure.

Elasticity The ability of an object or material to 
resume its normal shape after being 
stretched or compressed; stretchiness.

Plasticity The quality of being easily shaped or 
moulded.

Malleability To be able to be hammered or pressed into 
shape without breaking or cracking.

Density The quantity of mass per unit volume of a 
substance 

Effectiveness The degree to which something is successful 
in producing a desired result; success.

Durability The ability to withstand wear, pressure, or 
damage.

Understand the making Process

1 Preparation Drawing, CAD, sketches, plans.

2 Marking Out Pencil, scribe, steel rule, tri square, marking gauge, calipers, centre 
punch.

3 Modification Saw, jigsaw, scroll saw, laser cutter, pliers, hammer, drill, file, glass 
paper.

4 Joining Riveting gun, spanner, screwdriver, hot glue, gun , soldering iron, nail 
gun.

5 Finishing Hand sander, glass paper, disc sander, buffing wheel, polish, spray 
paint, varnish.

Health & Safety Legislation

Health and 
Safety at work 
Act

Personal       
Protective     
Equipment

Manual 
Handling 
Operations

Control of    
Substances 
Hazardous to 
Health

Reporting of 
Injuries RIDDOR

(T) TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Coping saw cutting curves Tenon Saw cutting straight Bench hook holding wood Glass paper file filing

Hand file rapid filing Pillar drill making holes Steel rule accurate measure Disc sander rapid sanding

MATERIALS AND SOLDERING PROCESS

M1 Manufactured
make (something) on a 
large scale using 
machinery. 

M2 Switch
a device for making and 
breaking the connection 
in an electric circuit. 

M3 Battery a 
container in which 
chemical energy is 
converted into 
electricity and used as a 
source of power. 

M4 Motor a machine, 
especially one powered 
by electricity that 
supplies motive power 
for a device with moving 
parts. 

S1 Strip the wires Use 
the wire strippers to 
remove the insulating 
plastic

S2 Twist the wires the 
cable is stranded cable
twist the wires together

S3 Solder the wires
use a bead of solder to 
make a permanent join.

S4 Apply tape to 
secure wrap the join in 
electrical tape to seal.

Types Of Wood

Softwood noun The wood 
from a conifer (such as pine, 
fir, or spruce) as distinguished 
from that of broadleaved 
trees.

Hardwood noun The hard, 
compact wood or timber of 
various trees, as the oak, 
cherry, maple, or mahogany.

CAR PARTS

Axel - a rod or spindle (either 
fixed or rotating) passing through 
the centre of a wheel or group of 
wheels. 

Chassis - the base frame of a car, 
carriage, or other wheeled 
vehicle. 

Motor - a machine that supplies 
motive power for a vehicle or for 
another device with moving 
parts. 
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